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It’s just arthritis –  
so what?

It’s a common enough reaction – so what? – don’t most old people get arthritis?

There are some quick and devastating counters to this: 

So what about the fact that half the people with arthritis 
in New Zealand are of working age?

So what about the children and teens who have 
arthritis? Many people are not aware that arthritis 
affects all age groups.

So what that by 2040 one million people of all ages will 
have arthritis?

So what that arthritis is a leading form of disability 
in New Zealand. It causes chronic pain, is linked with 
mental illness and social isolation and can lead to early 
retirement and loss of earning capacity.

So what that New Zealand has more gout arthritis per 
capita than any other country in the world and that 
gout arthritis disproportionately affects Māori and 
Pacific people.

In fact, arthritis is a huge deal in this country 
and in this report, we tell some of the 
stories we hear…
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Chair’s Report
The past year has seen Arthritis New Zealand on the front foot as we commissioned 
and utilised the Deloitte Access Economics report on the economic cost of arthritis in 
New Zealand. The main findings of this report are summarised in this annual report 
which has provided the organisation with a strong base of evidence to use in our advocacy 
programme. It has also provided invaluable data for specialists, clinicians, researchers and allied 
health professionals.

Some highlights of the year were being invited to launch this 
report at a parliamentary breakfast, and subsequently we made 
a submission to the Health Select Committee. At these meetings 
we pressed for a national model of care for arthritis to address 
the escalating costs and impact of arthritis. We are pleased to see 
that the Ministry of Health has committed specific funding for 
the early intervention for long term musculoskeletal conditions 
with arthritis being the first priority. We can say with confidence 
that we are meeting the challenge of providing a strong voice on 
behalf of people with arthritis and we will continue to do so. 

One of the highlights of this past year has been the successful 
transition of Arthritis New Zealand from an incorporated society 
to a charitable trust. This change was made to position Arthritis 
New Zealand to be able to better manage our operations in the 
21st century. For the people utilising our services this will not have 
been a noticeable change and it speaks volumes that we have 
been able to make such a structural change without impacting 
on our services and activities. Developing our programmes in 
regions will be an organisational priority in the next 12 months.

Throughout this report you will see comments from people on 
how we have helped them and made a real difference to their 
lives. This is central to our mission of Improving the life of every 
person affected by arthritis and it is with real pride that I reflect 
on just what we have been able to achieve in a challenging social 
and economic climate.

I extend my warm thanks to our Board of Trustees who all 
provide their expertise and time on a voluntary basis. I very much 
appreciate the professionalism and skills they bring to the table, 
and their commitment to Arthritis New Zealand. Thanks also to 
our staff and the contribution you all make to our organisation.

I look forward to continuing to meet the challenges of the future.

Peter	Larmer	
Chair of Board of Trustees.
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CEO’s Report
Reflecting on the past year, the themes of community engagement and 
strengthening our base stand out for me. Both with our service delivery and 
volunteer work, the focus has been working with local groups and establishing 
a strong presence in regional New Zealand. Most importantly we have made 
a difference to people and improved their quality of life. This report contains 
important statistics and issues but also tells the stories of how we have helped 
people and improved lives.

During the year we revisited our strategic plan and identified 
eight strategic initiatives that will underpin our planning, and 
reinforce community connection as a priority. These objectives 
are at the heart of how we improve and develop new services to 
meet the needs of those with arthritis. We are constantly trying 
to work more collaboratively with like-minded clinicians, allied 
health professionals and other NGOs. We know that we must 
work closely with others given our limited resources. 

Research is another component of our work and provides much 
of the data and information we need to make a strong case to 
decision-makers and funders about what is needed to enable 
people with arthritis to live active and independent lives. The 
Deloitte Access Economics report is a good example of such 
research and we have similar projects in the pipeline for the 
coming year.

Volunteers are one of the groups we rely upon and I acknowledge 
your great work in so many areas – fundraising, assisting Arthritis 
Educators, office administration, our support for newly diagnosed 
project and especially our annual appeal collectors.

Our donors also enable our services to happen. Without you, 
we could not provide the depth and breadth of the education, 
support and information we provide for so many people each 
year. Thank you for your support and trust which enables the 
services outlined in the following pages. 

Thanks also to staff who so often go not just the extra mile, but 
several extra miles in their dedication and ongoing commitment 
to this organisation and the mission of helping those with 
arthritis. 

I also acknowledge our Board chair Assoc. Prof Peter Larmer and 
our hard-working Board of Trustees who so effectively steer the 
organisation. Peter is a tireless advocate for people with arthritis, 
a skilled clinician, has excellent linkages with associated agencies 
and provides outstanding leadership. 

The next few years will see Arthritis New Zealand increase our 
activities and awareness programmes to ensure we are seen as 
the “go-to” organisation for people with arthritis. 

 If you have queries or concerns, I always appreciate honest 
feedback and welcome you contacting me at any time.

Philip	Kearney	
Chief Executive Officer
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About Arthritis
Arthritis is an umbrella term used for a range 
of conditions and can affect every joint in 
the body – usually presenting with swelling, 
pain, stiffness and difficulty moving. This is 
generally always long-term and can severely 
impact on quality of life. 

There are more than 140 different types of arthritis, with 
osteoarthritis, gout arthritis and rheumatoid arthritis being the 
most prevalent. There is no cure but with the right treatment 
and support, they can be managed.
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Statement 
of Service 

Performance

Transforming lives
“I wouldn’t be where I am today without you – my life 
has turned around” — Tracey (full story on page 8)

child child
	 Arthritis	Educators	provided	16,120	interventions	to	help	

people	learn	how	to	manage	their	arthritis.		
These	interventions	include	telephone	support,	one	to	one	
education,	seminars	and	webinars.	Extensive	online	information	
is	also	available	on	our	website	and	social	media	platforms.

female child	 100	people	attended	our	annual	camp	for	
children	with	arthritis	and	their	parents.

Sharing expertise
“I now have a much better idea how Arthritis 
New Zealand can improve the lives of my patients 
– it’s so good to know just how much you can help” 
— Course participant

chalkboard-teacher 
	 Training	and	education	provided	at	35	training	events	for	
health	professionals,	caregivers,	and	support	workers.
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Building communities
“I have had so much support I want to give back” 
— Lynne, a volunteer for over 20 years (full story on page 15)

hands-helping 	 3,170	active	volunteers.

project-diagram 	 A	network	of	25	support	groups	around	New	Zealand.

users 
	 Providing	peer	support	–	20	volunteers	trained	to	
provide	support	for	people	newly	diagnosed.	

Peer support is a vital component in building a thriving 
arthritis community.

Māori	clients 11.7% of client interventions.

Pacific	clients 6% of client interventions.

Finding solutions
“So good to see that you are promoting 
accessible packaging – it is so important for 
people with arthritis in their hands”   
—  Comment from social media

universal-access 
	 Co-sponsorship	with	Arthritis	Australia	of	

the	Accessible	Packaging	Award	category	in	the	
Australasian	Packaging	Innovation	and	Design	Awards.

file-alt  
	 Commissioning	the	Economic	Cost	of	Arthritis	

in	New	Zealand	Report	–	providing	extensive	
economic	analysis	of	the	cost	and	prevalence	of	arthritis.

graduation-cap 	 Funding	of	six	summer	scholarships.
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Transforming Lives 

Meet the people behind the statistics 

Tracey’s story

“I wouldn’t be where I am today without you –  
 my life has turned around” — Tracey

Tracey works full time and had osteoarthritis for the past two years without 
any success at managing it. She was talking to a friend about how her pain was 
spreading and her friend asked if she had called Arthritis New Zealand. Tracey 
looked us up on the internet, read some information on our website and decided 
to call us.

“It was great to talk to someone who understood the pain I was in and advised 
me to start with small steps – some walking to keep moving, trying exercise 
in water and gradually changing my eating habits, looking at my footwear.” 
says Tracey.

She now walks for 50 minutes several times a week, has a standing workstation 
at work, and does regular aqua jogging. Most of her confidence has returned and 
she believes in herself again.

The advice wasn’t a one-off call either – Robyn, her Educator called her back to 
see how she was going, sent her useful brochures and gave her encouragement 
and hope.

Her advice to others – “Give these guys a call – they are wonderful and do really 
make a difference.”

child child
	 Arthritis	Educators	provided	16,120	interventions	to	help	

people	learn	how	to	manage	their	arthritis.	

Our Arthritis Educators 
provide answers to these and 

many other questions  for 
people living with arthritis.

“The pain in my hip is 
just bloody ridiculous – 
I avoid the golf course 
now because the price 
I pay the next day is 
just not worth it.”
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One initiative that supports our work in transforming lives was Cycle Forward – an exercise  
and education programme run in conjunction with Whanganui District Council.

“Cycle Forward has improved my quality of life” 
— Programme participant

Developed by a partnership between Arthritis New Zealand and 
Whanganui District Council, Cycle Forward aimed to encourage people 
with arthritis to start, return to, or continue to cycle. It is a six week 
cycling course in which participants registered and attended every week 
to cycle together.

Arthritis educator Lori Davis found the fitness and confidence tests 
completed by participants show a consistent increase in their fitness, 
confidence and wellbeing. They moved from being a group unconfident 
on bikes to forming a weekly group that is self-managing; meets and 
tries new cycleways and destinations regularly. 

Comments from participants

“It took me a while to pluck up the courage, and I would not have 
joined a cycling group without this program and its expertise. I have 
now bought a bicycle and have noticed my flexibility is improved and 
the pain is less than before I started cycling. I have enjoyed a regular 
group as it helps you commit and attend.”

“The program has improved my confidence, and now I never take 
Panadol as I used to, and I can use gym equipment easily. The arthritis 
educator taught me the importance of diet and weight, and I have 
since lost weight, and this has made a big difference.”

“Cycle Forward has reduced my fatigue. I am cycling with my partner 
now, which I have not been able to do before. My GP has been very 
supportive and changed my medication to Naprosyn. I was going to 
sell my bike but now use it every day.”

“I enjoyed forming friendships with the other group members.”

“Cycle forward has improved my quality of life. It has been very 
worthwhile to have arthritis testing at the beginning and ending of 
the course to show our progress.”

“One participant was hardly able to walk on a Monday after dancing 
on the weekend. Now she can go for a bike ride on Monday and is 
no longer having to put her life on hold because of pain from her 
arthritis.”

As well as physical gains, participants have enjoyed the social interaction. 
Arthritis keeps many people isolated, and participants have found 
having a group of people to connect with for exercise hugely beneficial 
emotionally.
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Sue’s story

“Fantastic information and 
advice” — Sue

Out of the blue Sue woke up one morning to find she was 
struggling to move her shoulders and hips. After soldiering 
on for several weeks, she went to see her GP who referred 
her to a specialist, suspecting she may have developed 
Polymyalgia Rheumatica, one of the less well-known 
conditions that come under the umbrella of arthritis.

While waiting to see the specialist, Sue called Arthritis 
New Zealand to see if they could help her learn more 
about this condition and advise her on how it could 
be managed.

She called our 0800 number and the same day was linked up with 
Allan, one of our Arthritis Educators. She found the advice and 
information provided to be, to use her own words, fantastic! 

“He talked about this condition, how it might affect me and what 
I could be doing to manage it. His advice was very practical – I 
remember in particular him telling me to “try to keep moving” – 
advice that was endorsed by my specialist, and he provided me 
with some exercise suggestions. Allan understood how I was being 
affected by my impending diagnosis – he talked about symptoms 
such as depression and poor sleeping – and made me feel that 
these were normal reactions. He treated me as a person, not an 
illness – he really boosted my morale.”

The specialist confirmed a diagnosis of Polymyalgia Rheumatica 
and Sue now knows how she can manage her condition. And if she 
needs more help and advice – she knows who to call!

Image	library	photo
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Children and teens with arthritis
Our annual camp for children with arthritis provides an invaluable opportunity for children to meet 
others their own age who have arthritis. It also allows parents to meet others who have children with 
arthritis, so they can share experiences and support each other.

One special feature of camp is the development of teen leaders who have arthritis themselves to 
mentor and support the children who come to camp.

TP – aged 17, diagnosed when 13

“I love to play rugby and I keep at it by telling my coaches my limits and knowing when to sit 
down. The most important thing to help you get through the challenges is the love and support 
from family and friends. Coming to camp has been fantastic for me.”

Madi – aged 15, from Dunedin

“I was diagnosed with adult rheumatoid arthritis when I was eight or nine years old. I feel 
fortunate that my journey has been less challenging than some of the stories I have heard at 
camp, but it also reminds me not to compare my experience with others’.” 

female child	 100	people	attended	our	annual	camp	for	
children	with	arthritis	and	their	parents.	 11	



Sharing 
Expertise

An important part of our work is a focus 
on the training and upskilling of health 
professionals and carers. We have utilised 
the skill and expertise of our staff to 
delivered training to nurses, GPs, support 
workers and carers. This training has 
included sessions on gout arthritis and its 
effective management, how to enhance 
care for people with osteoarthritis. We 
have also provided education on less 
prevalent forms of arthritis such as: 

• Ankylosing Spondylitis
• Fibromyalgia
• Sjögren’s Syndrome
• Juvenile Idiopathic Arthritis and pre-schoolers.

Partnership is a key focus for the sharing and development 
of expertise and examples of active partnership have been:

• A partnership with Whai Oranga Health Centre in 
Wainuiomata aimed at improving the management of 
gout arthritis

• A clinically based gout improvement project with 
Whanganui Health Network and a Gonville practice 
which involved health professional training, internal 
audit and registrar involvement as well as community 
education.
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G’s Story

G is a 28-year-old Samoan man for whom English is 
a second language and who has osteoarthritis in the 
lower spine and gout arthritis. He suffers from chronic 
pain and is now unable to work and provide for his 
young family.

His wife came across a post on the Arthritis 
New Zealand Facebook page under #whakama. 
She made a comment and was linked with the 
communications team who recognised that this family 
needed support and ensured she made contact with an 
Arthritis Educator.

G felt abandoned by the healthcare system and was 
struggling to understand and manage his arthritis – his 
lack of English and the limited time his GP could give 
him meant he did not understand his condition. Being 
told to lose weight and go for a run was no help – his 
gout arthritis was too painful for him to even consider 
going for a run. He needed help from someone who 
could give him time, listen to his concerns and help 
him find a way forward. The Educator talked to his 
healthcare provider and found that he needed a uric 
acid test (high uric acid causes gout arthritis) as he had 
not had one for three years. He also appeared to be on 
a lower dose of medication than was optimal for his 
gout arthritis. His healthcare provider agreed with the 
Arthritis Educator. However, G struggles with the cost 
of going to a doctor and needs ongoing support and 
assistance – not just referral to a doctor.

G’s story is a good example of how healthcare is 
affected by economic stress and language difficulties. 
Working with other healthcare professionals such as 
GPs, practice nurses, physiotherapists and occupational 
therapists is an important component of helping our 
clients. 
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“I used to go to nightclubs 
in my 20s and basically 
just hide in the corner. 

Dancing 
was out of 
the question 
for me.”

  Talking with others 
who have arthritis has 
helped me so much – 
I do not feel so alone.
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Building 
Communities

“I have had so 
much support 
I want to give 
back” — Lynne

Lynne is a longstanding volunteer for Arthritis 
New Zealand. First diagnosed with osteoarthritis 
in 1994, her initial contact was with an Arthritis 
Educator. She was working at the time and 
still remembers how it was so good to talk 
with someone who understood the pain and 
discomfort she was going through and could help 
her to learn how to manage it.

Her journey with arthritis led to surgery and she 
had two hip replacements at age 47. Her work 
as a volunteer began as an appeal collector for 
Arthritis New Zealand’s annual appeal. This 
quickly led to her offering to co-ordinate her 
local area and when she moved to Blenheim, she 
offered to organise the whole appeal there.

What has kept her a volunteer for so long?

“I know first-hand that the organisation 
matters” she says. “They were there when I 
needed help and I have had so much support 
that I want to give back.”

It is a neat way to meet so many generous and 
caring people. It’s heart-warming and I love being 
part of this organisation.

Over the past year we have actively increased 
our volunteer footprint in communities across 
New Zealand and have an active network of 
support groups around the country. Volunteer 
roles include administrative assistance, 
photography, assisting Arthritis Educators run 
community education events, helping with 
fundraising, IT support and leading online groups.

One notable activity is our volunteer phone service 
which connects trained volunteers with a person 
newly diagnosed with arthritis. This peer to peer 

support matches as much as possible someone of 
a similar age group with someone with the same 
condition.

Our online information and groups also provide 
a way to link with others who are managing the 
same condition, to compare experiences and most 
of all offer support and encouragement. There is 
no substitute for time with those who know the 
struggles and triumphs that are part of living with 
arthritis.

hands-helping 	 3,170	active	volunteers.

project-diagram 	 A	network	of	25	support	groups	
around	New	Zealand.

100	children,	volunteer	and	parents	enjoying	our	annual	camp.	
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Finding Solutions

Research
Arthritis New Zealand conducts and also funds research projects.

Report on the economic cost  
of arthritis 
The milestone research event in the past year was the parliamentary launch in 
September of The Economic Cost of Arthritis in New Zealand report (Deloitte). 
This detailed report provides comprehensive information on the economic 
cost of arthritis in New Zealand and estimated the total cost of arthritis in 
New Zealand to be $12.2 billion made up by:

The report provides a wealth of invaluable data including breakdowns of 
the prevalence of arthritis by DHB and is a major contribution to the body of 
research about arthritis in New Zealand.

It was the basis of a submission made to the Health Select Committee about 
the need for significant improvement in the delivery of services for people with 
arthritis. The discussion with politicians and funders continues as part of our 
advocacy on behalf of people with arthritis.

Summer Scholarships
Summer Scholarships awarded for the 18–19 year were:

• Increased malignancies in our Waikato cohort of patients with Systemic 
sclerosis 

• Predictors of work ability in older New Zealanders with an arthritis 
diagnosis

• Development of a model system for the study of bone damage in gout
• Understanding the link between osteoarthritis, inflammation and obesity
• Scoping review to explore empowerment focused wellness programs for 

people with arthritis to improve quality of life and everyday functioning.

We have also funded a research project in partnership with PHARMAC to 
evaluate the effectiveness of gout programmes in Northland and Counties 
Manukau – the results of the project will be available in the 19/20 financial year.

Accessible packaging
We work in partnership with Packaging New Zealand and in partnership with 
Arthritis Australia we co-sponsored an Accessible Packaging Award at the 
Australasian Packaging Innovation and Design Awards. The award was won by 
SC Ardoma for their easy open diced fruit in jelly range, that is designed for all 
consumers to open easily.

We ran a consumer survey which identified milk containers as the most 
difficult to open product for people with arthritis. We have discussed this with 
milk production businesses and ran a focus group with Fonterra to test their 
recently designed milk containers. This was a useful exercise bringing together 
manufacturers and consumers and will be built upon in the coming year.

Arthritis New Zealand has met with Members of Parliament and Cabinet 
Ministers and continues to take advantage of all opportunities to provide a 
strong voice on behalf of people with arthritis.

Osteoarthritis 406,000
Gout arthritis 185,000
Rheumatoid arthritis 100,000
Other 22,000

Lost well-being 65%
Health system costs 8%
Productivity costs 10%
Carer costs 13%
Efficiency costs 3%
Other financial costs 0.3%

65%
8%

10%

13%

3%

0.3%
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Fundraising

It was one of those calls we love to receive

A donor calling to say how helpful we have been – sending brochures, providing 
advice and so good to talk to on the phone. When she was having problems 
with her arthritis her daughter said “RING ARTHRITIS NEW ZEALAND!”

She did and got some exercises that really worked for her. 

In fact, our service was so good she decided to, in her words, “pay forward” and 
become a regular donor.

Fundraising is an essential part of our day-to day activity and our motivated and 
passionate Philanthropy team are focussed on raising as much as possible to ensure 
our extensive services remain free and accessible to all New Zealanders. 

The support of our individual donors, corporates and trusts is critical and without 
that support from across the country our services would not be possible.  Our 
donors give without seeking gratitude or public acknowledgment of their gifts, but 
because, in their heart, they know how important our services are to those with 
arthritis.

Sponsors
We are indebted to all the groups and corporate sponsors who support our work 
with their sponsorship. We thank you for your ongoing generosity and commitment 
to New Zealanders suffering from arthritis.

Sharp Corp Wellington branch made us the recipient charity of their golf day.  
 A great day was had by all – thank you Sharp.

Another successful golf tournament was organised by Whangarei Lions – with 
Arthritis New Zealand one of the recipient charities.

LEFT:	Whangarei	Lions	Club	presents	Arthritis	New	Zealand	with	
a	share	of	proceeds	for	their	Charity	Golf	tournament.
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Bequests
Estate Alfred T Winchester
Estate Basil D Kruse
Estate Dianne M Fox
Estate Donald Stewart Malcolm
Estate Dorothy H Thompson
Estate Elizabeth M Donaldson
Estate Emily McDowell
Estate Eve Otway
Estate Frances E Coleman
Estate Geoffrey S Wilkinson
Estate Heather Smith Tapping
Estate Norma E J Porter
Estate of Douglas James Cruickshank
Estate Ruth A Howie
Estate William A Williams
Estate Ingrid Davis
Estate Joan A Meyer
Estate Joy W Martin
Estate Kathern M Cahalane
Estate Kathleen E Richardson
Estate Lalla M Parsons
Estate Laxmi Pancha
Estate Lyndsay E Jury
Estate Margaret E Blair
Estate Margaret O’Sullivan
Estate Matthew G Turton

Annual appeal
Our annual appeal is the time for us to 
take to the streets and ask for donations. 
It’s also a time for us to tell the public 
about our services – talk about arthritis 
and how it affects people. Our orange 
really stands out on streets – we dress in 
orange, run orange competitions – so we 
are impossible to miss. We also involve 
community groups to help tell our story. 
It’s always a focal point for our year – not 
only for the money we raise, but also 
the chance to take our message to all 
New Zealanders.

ABOVE:	Tia	is	13	and	has	arthritis.

BELOW:	Louisa	Wall	MP	drops	by	appeal	collection.

BELOW:	TJ	Perenara		stops	to	support	
Wellington	airport	appeal	collection.
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Grants
Air Rescue Services Ltd
Jack Jeffs Charitable Trust
Ara Lodge No 348 I.C. Charitable Trust Board
Disability Community Trust Inc.
COGS – Tauranga/Moana 
COGS – Hutt Valley
COGS – Tongariro
COGS – Kahungunu Ki Heretaunga
COGS – Rotorua
COGS – Southland
COGS – Whitireia
COGS – Wellington
COGS – Waitakere City
COGS – Manawatu/Horowhenua
COGS – Coastal Otago / Waitaki
COGS – Whangarei/Kaipara
COGS – Mataatua
COGS – South Taranaki
COGS – Whanganui/Waimarino/Rangitikei
COGS – North Taranaki
E B Firth Charitable Trust
Zelda Roberts Charitable Trust
Blue Waters Community Trust
Masterton District Council
Doris M Partridge Charitable Trust
The Southern Trust

Eastern & Central Community Trust
Rotorua Energy Charitable Trust
CERT Your Local Gaming Trust Ltd
North and South Trust
Horowhenua District Council – Community 
Development Grant
Hilda Curtis Charitable Trust
Rodmor No 2 Charitable Trust
Gallagher Charitable Trust
Waipa District Council – Community Grants
Leys Charitable Trust
Winton and Margaret Bear Charitable Trust
Polmadie Charitable Trust
33 Club Trust Board Inc
The Trusts Community Foundation Ltd
Henry & Eileen Wise Medical Trust
J N Williams Memorial Trust
R G & E F MacDonald Trust Board
Helen Graham Charitable Trust
Central Lakes Trust
Marlborough District Council Community Grants
Irene Phyllis Munro Charitable Trust
ILT Foundation
Trinsley Charitable Trust
Jim & Tom Hickey Charitable Trust
The Jogia Charitable Trust
Morgenzon Charitable Trust
L W Nelson Trust
Canterbury Arthritis Support Trust
Douglas Goodfellow Charitable Trust

BlueSky Community Trust Ltd
NZ Lottery Grants Board
Grey Valley Lions Club
Hutt Mana Charitable Trust
W Duncan Bickley Trust Fund
Fenix Foundation
Roy Owen Dixey Charitable Trust 2019
The Charles & Vera Thrush Charitable Trust
Allan and Jan Sewell Family Fund
H & K Reynolds Charitable Trust
W N Pharazyn Charitable Trust
Rotorua Energy Charitable Trust
William Downie Stewart Charitable Trust
Waiora Community Trust (Taupo) Inc
Pelorus Trust
Esme & Tom Tombleson Charitable Trust
Whangarei District Council – Community Grants
Dunedin City Council – Community Grants
The Lawrance and Stephanie Russell 
Charitable Trust
Shacklock Charitable Trust
A D Hally Trust
New Zealand Community Trust (NZCT)
The Roy & Jan Mace Charitable Trust
P H Vickery Trust
Canterbury Arthritis Support Trust
Trust House Foundation
The Lion Foundation
James and Edgar Hazlett Charitable Trust
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Summary 
Financial 
Statements

chart-pie	 Half	the	people	
with	arthritis	in	
New	Zealand	are	
of	working	age
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Arthritis New Zealand (Kaiponapona Aotearoa) – 
Summary Financial Statements for the year ended 30 June 2019

Summary Annual Report 
This is a summary of the audited financial statements of Arthritis New Zealand (Kaiponapona Aotearoa) (the 
Trust) for the year ended 30 June 2019 which were authorised for issue on 19 September 2019. The summary 
financial report has been extracted from the full audited financial statements dated 30 June 2019. 

The summary financial statements have been prepared in accordance 
with FRS-43 - Summary Financial Statements. The full financial 
statements have been prepared in accordance with generally 
accepted accounting practice and they comply with Public Benefit 
Entity International Public Sector Accounting Standards (PBE 
Standards) and other applicable Financial Reporting Standards, as 
appropriate for Tier 2 not-for-profit public benefit entities. The Trust 
has made an explicit and unreserved statement of compliance with 
Public Benefit Entity International Public Sector Accounting Standards 
(Tier 2 PBE Standards) in note 1 of the full financial statements.  

The financial statements are presented in New Zealand dollars 
because that is the currency of the primary economic environment  
in which the Trust operates. 

The summary financial report cannot be expected to provide as 
complete an understanding as provided by the full financial statements 
of financial performance, financial position, recognised income and 
expenses and cash flows of the Trust. A copy of the full financial 
statements can be obtained from the website www.arthritis.org.nz or  
by writing to Arthritis New Zealand at PO Box 10020 Wellington 6143. 
The Trust is a not-for-profit organisation. 

The auditor has examined the summary financial report for 
consistency with the audited financial statements and has the 
opinion the information reported in the summary financial report 
complies with FRS-43 summary Financial Statements and is 
consistent in all material respects, with the full financial report  
from which it is derived.  

The going concern basis of preparing the financial statements has 
been used. During the previous year, the Trust passed a resolution to 
establish a charitable trust and transfer all its assets and operations 
to the new trust with effect from 1 July 2019. The Trustees consider 
that no substantive change occurred, either in relation to the 
operations or beneficiaries of Arthritis New Zealand, and therefore 
this change in legal structure has been reflected in these summary 
financial statements as a common control transaction.  The Trustees 
have decided to present comparatives of the Foundation within these 
summary financial statements to reflect the fact that in substance 
nothing has changed as a result of transitioning to a registered 
Charitable Trust. In due course, the Foundation will be dissolved in 
accordance with section 28 of the Incorporated Societies Act 1908. 
In preparing the financial statements on a going concern basis, the 
Trust has continued to apply the measurement, recognition and 
disclosure requirements of the PBE Standards.
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Statement of Comprehensive Revenue  
and Expense for the Year ended 30 June 2019

2019  
$000’s

2018  
$000’s

Contributions from the Community  2,017  2,234 

Income from Services and Programmes  613  708 

Member Subscriptions  –  52 

Depreciation Recovered  1  2

Net Finance Income  298  304 

 	2,929	 	3,300	

Fundraising Costs  584  542 

Expenditure on Services and Programmes  1,155  1,588 

Administration expenses  1,068  1,126 

Governance Costs  18  66 

Research grants awarded  30  250

Depreciation and Amortisation  70  61 

 	2,925	 	3,633	

Operating	Surplus	(Deficit) 	4 	(333)

Net change in fair value of investments  351  343 

Total	Comprehensive	Revenue	and	Expense	for	the	year 	355 	10	

Statement of Changes in Equity  
for the Year ended 30 June 2019

 2019  
$000’s

 2018  
$000’s

Opening	Equity	Balance 	7,576	 	7,566	

Surplus (Deficit) for the year  4  (333)

Other Comprehensive Revenue & Expense  351  343 

Total	Comprehensive	Revenue	and	Expense 	355	 	10	

Closing	Equity	Balance 	7,931	 	7,576	

Statement of Financial Position  
as at 30 June 2019

2019  
$000’s

2018  
$000’s

Assets 	 	

Property, Plant and Equipment  551  546 

Investments  7,270  7,116 

Trade and Other Receivables  105  163 

Cash and cash equivalents  332  314 

Total	Assets 	8,258	 	8,139	

Liabilities 	 	

Employee Benefits  120  107 

Trade and other payables  115  314 

Revenue in Advance  92  142 

Total	Liabilities 	327	 	563	

Equity

Trustees Funds    639               61 

Research Funds 3,059 2,673 

Other Special Purpose Funds  1,701  1,695 

Endowment Fund  – 966

Investment Fair Value Reserve 2,532 2,181 

Total	Equity 7,931	 7,576 

Total	Equity	and	Liabilities 	8,258	 	8,139	

Statement of Cash Flows  
for the Year ended 30 June 2018

 2019  
$000’s

 2018  
$000’s

Net Cash Flows from Operating Activities  (403)  (567)

Net Cash Flows from Investing Activities  421  550 

Net	increase	(decrease)	in	cash	held 	18 	(17)
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Independent Auditor’s Report 
To the beneficiaries of Arthritis New Zealand (Kaiponapona Aotearoa) 

Report on the summary financial statements 

Opinion 
In our opinion, the accompanying summary financial 
statements of Arthritis New Zealand (Kaiponapona 
Aotearoa) (the Trust) on pages 21-22:

i. Have been correctly derived from the audited
trust financial statements for the year ended on
that date; and

ii. Are a fair summary of the trust financial
statements, in accordance with PBE FRS 43
Summary Financial Statements.

The accompanying summary financial statements 
comprise: 

— the summary statement of financial position as
at 30 June 2019; 

— the summary statements of comprehensive
revenue and expense, changes in equity and 
cash flows for the year then ended; and 

— other explanatory information.

Basis for opinion 

We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standard on Auditing (New Zealand) (ISA (NZ)) 810 
(Revised), Engagements to Report on Summary Financial Statements.  

Our firm has also provided other services to the trust in relation to advisory services. Subject to certain restrictions, 
partners and employees of our firm may also deal with the trust on normal terms within the ordinary course of 
trading activities of the business of the trust. These matters have not impaired our independence as auditor of the 
trust. The firm has no other relationship with, or interest in, the trust.  

Use of this Independent Auditor’s Report 

This report is made solely to the beneficiaries as a body. Our audit work has been undertaken so that we might 
state to the beneficiaries those matters we are required to state to them in the Independent Auditor’s Report 
and for no other purpose. To the fullest extent permitted by law, we do not accept or assume responsibility to 
anyone other than the beneficiaries as a body for our audit work, this report, or any of the opinions we have 
formed.   

Responsibilities of the Trustees for the summary financial statements 

The Trustees, on behalf of the trust, are responsible for: 

— the preparation and fair presentation of the summary financial statements in accordance with PBE FRS 43
Summary Financial Statements; and 

— implementing necessary internal control to enable the preparation of a summary set of financial statements
that is correctly derived from the audited  financial statements. 
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 Auditor’s responsibilities for the summary financial statements 

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on whether the summary financial statements are consistent, in all 
material respects, with (or are a fair summary of) the audited financial statements based on our procedures, 
which were conducted in accordance with International Standard on Auditing (New Zealand) (ISA (NZ)) 810 
(Revised), Engagements to Report on Summary Financial Statements.  
We expressed an unmodified audit opinion on the financial statements of the trust in our audit report dated 19 
September 2019.  

The summary financial statements do not contain all the disclosures required for a full set of financial statements 
under generally accepted accounting practice in New Zealand. Reading the summary financial statements, 
therefore, is not a substitute for reading the audited financial statements of the trust.  

 

 

 

KPMG 
Wellington 

19 September 2019 
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